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Press release

Digital Stars Eurozone fund granted the Belgian
"Towards Sustainability" label
After the French Label ISRin March, Digital Stars Eurozone fund has been granted the Belgian
"Towards Sustainability" label. This second sustainability label is a further recognition of Chahine
Capital's sustainable investment approach and its concrete achievements.
Delivered for a renewable period of one year, the "Towards Sustainability" label was developed
by Febelfin, the Belgian federation of financial institutions, in collaboration with financial sector
stakeholders and independent experts. The label has three requirements:
-Transparency;
- ESG (environmental, social and governance) analysis on all portfolios;
- Exclusions with low thresholds, not only on coal but also on non-conventional fossil fuels.
The Digital Stars Eurozone sustainability analysis was carried out by the independent labelling
agency CLA (Central Labelling Agency) and can be consulted at Labelled Products | Towards
Sustainability.
Digital Stars Eurozone is a quantitative equity long only fund focusing on the Eurozone created
in October 2018. In addition to quantitative stock selection models based on financial criteria,
these are complemented by an ESG selection process that rates companies on the basis of ESG
reputational risk as established by the specialised provider RepRisk, on the basis of ESG Risk
Rating and Carbon Risk Rating by Sustainalytics, and also includes sector and normative
exclusions. It is ranked Article 8 according to the European SFDR (Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation).
"This label demonstrates once again our commitment to responsible investment and our
ambition to combine performance and responsibility in our investment solutions for the benefit
of our clients," said Charles Lacroix, CEO of Chahine Capital.
More information on Digital Stars Eurozone
FUNDS - Chahine Capital
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About Chahine Capital
Chahine Capital is an independent investment manager based in Luxembourg. Created in 1998, it is a pioneer in
quantitative Momentum applied to equity strategies.
Thanks to its unique expertise combining research and innovation, Chahine Capital has launched the Sicav "Digital
Funds”, which has delivered one of the best risk-adjusted performances in the industry for almost 24 years.
Chahine Capital's team of expert engineers, Portfolio Managers and Analysts, develop algorithmic models that
can adapt to different market configurations, based on continuous research, to identify stocks able to repeatedly
and positively surprise investors.
Chahine Capital is a member of Iris Finance International Group and is based in Luxembourg, Paris and Frankfurt.
For more information, please visit www.chahinecapital.com.
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We do not warrant, endorse or guarantee the completeness, accuracy, integrity, or timeliness
of the information provided in this publication. You must evaluate, and bear all risks associated
with, the use of any information provided here, including any reliance on the accuracy,
completeness, safety or usefulness of such information. This information is published solely for
information purposes, and is not to be construed as financial or other advice or as an offer to
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or
solicitation would be illegal. Any information expressed herein on this date is subject to change
without notice. Any opinions or assertions contained in this information do not represent the
opinions or beliefs of the publisher. The publisher or one or more of its employees or writers
may have a position in any of the securities discussed herein.

